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Local Government and Communities Committee 

6th Meeting 2020 (Session 5), Wednesday 19 February 2020 

Budget Scrutiny 2020-21: Note by the Clerk 

Introduction 

1. This paper provides information relating to the Committee’s 19 February scrutiny of 
the Scottish Government Budget for the financial year 2020-21. The Committee will 
take evidence from representatives of COSLA and SOLACE Scotland,1 and then 
from the Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government and the 
Minister for Public Finance and Digital Economy. See Annexe 1 for COSLA’s written 
evidence.

2. Subject committees play a key role in the annual budget process prior to the 
Parliament taking a final decision on whether to approve the budget near the end of 
the current financial year. It is for each Committee to decide how best to focus its 
annual scrutiny and which matters to prioritise. Main spending areas within the remit 
of the LGC Committee include local government services, housing and 
communities.2

3. The Scottish Government published the Scottish Budget 2020-2021 on 6 February 
2020. It also published its annual Local Government Finance Circular.3 The 
discussion on 19 February will begin with local government representatives being 
asked for their views on these budget proposals. Scottish Government 
representatives will then be asked to respond. The session also provides an 
opportunity to further explore issues already considered by the Committee in the 
lead-up to the budget’s publication (see further below).

The Scottish Budget 2020-21 

4. This year's Scottish Budget is being published later than normal and in advance of
the UK Government’s Budget, which, because of the UK General Election, was
postponed from December to next month. This has limited the time available for
parliamentary scrutiny of the Scottish Government’s proposals. The Scottish
Government considers that it had no alternative to publishing its budget at this time
as any further delay would, amongst other things, hamper councils’ obligations to
set council tax levels for next year. Preceding the UK Government’s Budget in this

1 i.e. Society of Local Authority Chief Executives and Senior Managers. See agenda for full witness list. 
2 For more information on the Committee’s budgetary scrutiny in the previous two years see the 
Committee’s report on the 2018-19 draft budget , Correspondence to the Minister for Local 
Government, Housing and Planning dated 1 November 2018 and response from the Cabinet Secretary 
for Communities and Local Government dated 19 December 2018. 
3 The main purpose of the Circular, as set out in its introduction is to provide to councils with details of 
the provisional total revenue and capital funding allocations for 2020-21, as well as the latest 
information on current known redeterminations for 2019-20. The Circular provides details on a range of 
Non-Domestic Rates measures, including the 2020-21 poundage and proposed changes to certain 
reliefs.  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-budget-2020-21/
https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/advice-and-guidance/2020/02/local-government-finance-circular-1-2020-settlement-for-2020-21/documents/local-government-finance-circular-1-2020/local-government-finance-circular-1-2020/govscot%3Adocument/Local%2BGovernment%2BFinance%2BCircular%2B1-2020%2B-%2B6%2BFebruary%2B2020.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/LGC/2018/1/22/Report-on-the-Scottish-Government-s-Draft-Budget-2018-19/LGCS52018R2.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181101_Budget_ConvenerToMinLGHP.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181101_Budget_ConvenerToMinLGHP.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181219_Budget_CabSecCLGToConvener.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181219_Budget_CabSecCLGToConvener.pdf
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has way has meant that the total Scottish spending envelope for 2020-21 is still 
uncertain and that some figures in the budget may be contingent. 

5. Debate and discussion around the local government budget invariably focus on
whether proposals are adequate for councils’ needs. The manner in which funds
are allocated may also lead to discussion as to whether proposals constitute a real-
term rise, taking into account matters such as the ring-fencing of funds. On 10
February 2020, the Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe) published its
main briefing on the overall budget. A dedicated SPICe briefing setting out the
settlement for local authorities in more detail can be found here. The briefing on
local government allocation states:

“The total allocation to local government in the 2020-21 Budget is £10,907.0
million. This is mostly made up of General Revenue Grant (GRG) and Non-
Domestic Rates Income (NDRI), with smaller amounts for General Capital Grant
and Specific (or ring-fenced) Resource and Capital grants. Once Revenue funding
within other portfolios (but still within the totals in the Finance Circular) is included,
the total is £11,335.7 million. Further, once a number of funding streams attached
to particular portfolio policy initiatives, but outside the totals in the Circular are
included, the total rises to £11,832.5 million. Within these global headline figures,
the breakdown between different interpretations for revenue and capital, and the
year to year change, has been subject of much parliamentary debate in recent
years”

6. A 2 July 2019 SPICe briefing: Local Government Finance, Facts and Figures 2013
-2014 to 2018-2019 contains a range of factual information and analysis on local
government finance including the profile of the local government budget over time
as well as council tax and non-domestic rates income from 2013-14 to 2018-19.

Pre-budgetary scrutiny by the Committee 

7. All Scottish Parliamentary committees that shadow a spending department now
focus on pre-budget scrutiny for the coming financial year, rather than beginning
their scrutiny only once the budget has been published. They take evidence and
then, in the autumn, make recommendations to the Scottish Government to help
influence the contents of the following year’s budget.

8. The Committee agreed in 2019 that the over-arching theme of its pre-budget
scrutiny this year would be the long-term financial sustainability of local government
in the face of growing demands on local authorities. A call for evidence was issued
on 2 July 2019 and written submissions can be found here. As housing is within the
Committee’s remit, it also agreed to keep a watching brief on integration joint
boards’ performance in relation to housing adaptations, which has also been a focus
of its scrutiny in previous years.

9. Preceding this formal decision, on 20 February 2019, the Committee held its first
pre-budgetary evidence session on staff absenteeism within local authorities. The
Committee heard from UNISON Scotland; Clackmannanshire Council; GMB
Scotland; East Ayrshire Council and the Society of Personnel and Development
Scotland.

https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2020/2/10/Scottish-Budget-2020-21/SB%2020-12.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2020/2/14/Local-Government-Finance--Budget-2020-21-and-provisional-allocations-to-local-authorities/SB%2020-16.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/7/2/Local-government-finance--facts-and-figures-2013-14-to-2019-20/SB%2019-45.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2019/7/2/Local-government-finance--facts-and-figures-2013-14-to-2019-20/SB%2019-45.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/112320.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/112623.aspx
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11953&mode=pdf
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10. On 8 May 2019 the Committee held its annual evidence session with the Accounts 
Commission on its Local Government in Scotland: Challenges and Performance 
2019 publication. The Committee also heard from the Accounts Commission.

11. On 25 September 2019 the Committee held an informal seminar exploring local 
authority finances with local authorities and the Accounts Commission, in order to 
get a better idea of the tough spending decisions councils have to take, and how 
they take them. Participants came from the Accounts Commission; COSLA; CIPFA 
Scottish Directors of Finance Section and SOLACE Scotland.

12. On 2 October 2019, the Committee held a session on the range of services local 
authorities deliver, changes to services and funding and the ways in which external 
partners can support transformational services. It heard from Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations, UNISON Scotland and The Robertson Trust.

13. On 9 October 2019 the Committee held a session with housing related 
organisations looking at funding and housing delivery in local areas and housing 
shortages. It heard from Homes for Scotland; the Chartered Institute of Housing 
Scotland, The Royal Town Planning Institute; Shelter Scotland. The Committee also 
heard from Professor Kenneth Gibb and Professor James Mitchell on the wider 
issue of reforming and increasing the empowerment of local government.

14. Following these sessions, the Committee wrote to the Scottish Government setting 
out conclusions and recommendations arising from its pre-budget scrutiny for 
consideration in advance of budgetary proposals being finalised (see Annexe 2).

15. The Committee then agreed that it would be helpful to hear from the Scottish 
Government on the issues raised within its letter ahead of receiving its formal 
response. Accordingly, on 20 November 2019 it heard from the Cabinet Secretary 
for Communities and Local Government and the Minister for Public Finance and 
Digital Economy.

16. On 8 January 2020, the Committee took evidence from the Accounts Commission 
on its report “Local Government in Scotland: Financial Overview 2018/19”. The 
session focussed on many of the wide-ranging themes of evidence arising from the 
Committee’s pre-budget scrutiny and key points raised in its letter, with a particular 
focus on the ongoing challenge councils face in remaining solvent whilst delivering 
effective public service.

17. The Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government responded to the 
Committee’s letter on 6 February 2020. (see Annexe 3).

Next steps 

18. In common with other subject committees. the Committee has already made its
main written contribution to this year’s scrutiny process (see Annexe B). The 19
February evidence session enables a public forum for local government
representatives to express views on the Scottish Government’s now published

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12089&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12382&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12449&mode=pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2019/nr_191217_local_government_finance.pdf
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budgetary plans, and for Ministers to respond to these and to any other matters the 
Committee may raise. The session will help inform future decisions on the budget 
to be taken in the Chamber in the coming weeks. The Scottish Budget is brought 
into force by way of legislation (the annual Budget Bill) and all committees have the 
option of lodging amendments in the light of the evidence they have taken and the 
priorities they have identified. The Stage 1 debate on the Budget Bill has been 
scheduled for Thursday 27 February. 

 
19. The Committee may also choose to undertake further work in the light of the 

evidence taken,and will be invited to take an initial view on all these matters in 
private session at the end of the meeting.  

 
List of annexes 

1: COSLA submission 
2: Committee pre-budget letter to Scottish Government 
3: Scottish Government response to Committee 
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ANNEXE 1 
 

Written Submission from COSLA, SOLACE and Directors of Finance 
 

 
Key Points: 
 

• Local Government welcomes the additional revenue funding of £495m* 
announced by Scottish Government but the Parliament must look behind the 
headlines to see what this means: 
o £495m new revenue funding announced (on last year’s base of £10,078m) 
o £590m of new Scottish Government policy commitments in 19/20  
o £95m shortfall = cut to core revenue budget (1% reduction) 

• The announcement in relation to capital funding is especially concerning this 
year, given the overall national increase in capital:  
o £54m new capital money announced (on last year’s base of £709m) 
o £171m worth of Scottish Government commitments  
o £117m shortfall = cut to core capital budget (17% reduction) 

• The shortfall is compounded by the fact that yet again inflation has not been 
considered, nor has any increase that would seek to make up for successive 
years of cuts to core funding (COSLA’s ask was for 2% inflation + 3% 
“restoration”) - this means the impacts of a shortfall are in reality much greater 
than highlighted above. 

• This draft budget will impact on jobs, frontline services and Local Government’s 
ability to address inclusive economic growth, child poverty, wellbeing and 
climate change and does not address the growing demand most councils are 
facing in relation to services. 

• It will make addressing Scottish Government’s emerging priorities and 
commitments very difficult e.g. Independent Care Review, COP26, and drug 
deaths.  

• Once again, the Draft Budget fails to recognise that Local Government delivers 
over 60% of the outcomes of the National Performance Framework (NPF), 
putting the NPF at risk.  

• Local Government urges Scottish Government and Parliament to address the 
cuts to core funding through the Budget Scrutiny process and to provide 
Councils with the resources they need. 

• If the identified shortfall in funding cannot be met (revenue and capital), an 
urgent discussion with Scottish Government is required about which of the new 
commitments Local Government does not deliver. 
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*Please Note: All of the figures in this briefing are cash-terms figures.  These may 
differ from SPICe figures which are generally presented in real-terms but the figures 
within this document can be reconciled with SPICe figures. 

 

COSLA’s “Budget Reality” document is presented at Appendix 1 

Introduction 
1. COSLA, SOLACE and Directors of Finance  welcome the opportunity to submit 

this joint evidence as part of the Committee’s Budget Scrutiny. It presents Local 
Government’s view on the impact we believe this Budget will have across 
Scotland, including addressing Scottish Government emerging priorities around 
care, climate change and drug deaths. 
 

2. Our vision for Local Government and the context in which we operate remain 
unchanged since COSLA submitted its pre-budget scrutiny evidence. We believe 
the Scottish Government’s Draft Budget fails to recognise that both 
expectations and demand continue to grow at pace. This relates to both the 
Scottish Government setting national priorities which local authorities are then 
responsible for delivering, and in relation to changing social, economic and 
demographic factors and the expectations of citizens who continue to demand 
access to quality services. 

Local Government’s asks this year 
3. COSLA’s ‘Invest in Local Government’ lobbying document articulated why 

Scottish Government should invest in Local Government. However, the asks this 
year were not just about money - they also included a call for Scottish 
Government to recognise the wider role of Councils within communities, the 
need to take a “whole system” approach and an ask for greater fiscal 
empowerment and financial sustainability. 
 

4. As announced, the Draft Budget does not address fully Local Government’s 
asks, nor does it recognise the unique role Councils play in creating sustainable 
communities. The consequences of the Draft Budget will have a major impact on 
the essential services provided by Local Government across Scotland and will 
severely limit our ability to invest in key our priorities. 

 
20/21 Budget Reality- REVENUE 
5. Scottish Government announced £10,573m revenue for Local Government. 

Based on last year’s budget (£10,078m) and adding commitments made by 
Scottish Government during 2019/20 which must be delivered by Local 
Government (totalling £590m), we believe this is a shortfall of £95m (in reality a 
1% cut compared to last year). 
 

6. COSLA asked for 2% inflation (£202m on 19/20 base budget of £10,078) to be 
factored into the settlement as well as 3% to begin to restore budgets after 
successive years of cuts. This would begin to reflect the reality of delivering 
services, procuring goods and meeting increasing wage bills. Given the 

http://www.cosla.gov.uk/sites/default/files/private/coslaresponsetolocalgovernmentandcommunitiescommitteepre-budgetscrutiny2019.pdf
https://www.cosla.gov.uk/documents
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proportion of budgets that is used to pay staff, the impact of inflation and 
restoration being excluded yet again is causing significant strain on core funding.  

 
7. If a shortfall remains, the implications will include: 

- Significant difficulties in addressing recommendations from the Independent 
Care Review and in implementing actions from the Drug Deaths Taskforce - 
councils are a key player around community-based prevention and early 
intervention 

- Reduced ability to support increasing numbers of vulnerable individuals and 
families and to invest further in prevention 

- Risks to the delivery of Early Learning and Childcare expansion (core funding 
is used to deliver the first 600 hours) 

- Limited capacity for digital transformation to develop and deliver services in 
line with citizen expectations, including around telecare 

- Less sustainable communities and limited ability to show real leadership 
across our 4 priorities. Some examples include: 

• inclusive growth- less core funding for economic development, planning 
and regulation (critical as we exit the EU) 

• tackling child poverty – cessation of funding for holiday lunch clubs and 
wider family support 

• wellbeing – further funding redirected from early intervention and 
prevention work into SG policy areas that have not been fully funded, 
as well as increasing pressure in fully meeting living wage 
commitments for social care services 

• addressing climate change – ability to show real leadership hampered 
by reductions to core funding across key services e.g. planning, 
regulation, waste, and public transport. 
   

8. As well as the Scottish Government new commitments totalling £590m described 
within this submission (and at Appendix 1), last week’s Budget announcement 
included a commitment to an intermediate property rate for Non Domestic Rates, 
without consideration of potential consequences of this change for Local 
Government. The financial and practical implications of this change have not 
been discussed with Local Government and is yet another example of a national 
commitment that will impact on core funding. 
 

20/21 Budget Reality- CAPITAL 
9. Scottish Government announced £763m capital for Local Government. Based on 

last year’s budget (£709m) and adding commitments made by Scottish 
Government during 2019/20 which must be delivered by Local Government 
(totalling £171m), we believe this is a shortfall of £117m (in reality a 17% cut 
compared to last year). Again, inflation and restoration have not been 
considered. 
 

10. The implications of this shortfall will include: 
- Significant changes to Council’s planned Capital Programmes, with risks 

to delivery of ELC expansion by August - some councils are already 
experiencing pressures in this area and had planned on using core capital 
budgets to address pressures 

- Actions at a local level to meet COP26 commitments are compromised:   
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• No flexible funding to lead and develop locally-based energy generation 
and emission-reducing infrastructure projects with communities to 
address  

• Councils forced to continue to use ageing, high-emissions vehicles 
across communities on a daily basis (school and social care transport, 
waste collection, gritting/ploughing, roads maintenance) 

• Inability to invest in energy efficiency measures across the current 
estate, with a short-term impact on local supply chains, and an ongoing 
revenue implication in relation to energy usage and running costs  

• Cessation of investment in active travel, stimulated by Local 
Government, and the potential benefits to individuals, families and health 
boards over the longer term are lost 

• Targets in relation to waste being missed as investment in new 
technologies and plant is no longer possible 

- Core capital will be under significant pressures and can’t be used flexibly and 
locally to build affordable housing, stimulate economies and regenerate 
communities where opportunities exist. 

- Reduced ability to invest in existing assets including a large school estate, as 
well as identify the capital required up front for the new Learning Estate 
Investment Programme and the Green Growth Accelerator (announced as 
part of the Programme for Government).  

 
11. In its recent Budget Briefing, SPICe has recognised the significant decrease to the 

Local Government capital budget, despite growth at a Scottish level (14.1% in cash 
terms, 12% in real terms): 

 
“Overall, the total (Local Government) capital budget sees a decrease in real 
terms this year, of 31.0%, or by £336.0 million, mostly driven by a decrease in 
general support for capital. However, the nature of the capital budget is that it is 
subject to large changes from year to year as projects and programmes of 
capital investment start and finish. The Government states that much of this 
reduction is due to one-off sums for capital in the 2019-20 budget. It is worth 
noting though that the 2020-21 total capital budget is still substantially 
lower than the 2018-19 capital budget”. 

 
Budget Impacts 
12. Once again, the effect of this Draft Budget brings the success of the National 

Performance Framework, to which COSLA is a co-signatory, under threat.  Local 
authorities deliver over 60% of the outcomes of the NPF but the current level of 
the settlement and the ongoing structure of the budget means cuts will be forced 
from the areas which make the aspirations of the NPF a reality. 

 
13. Within “Invest in Local Government”, COSLA urged Scottish Government to 

recognise that wellbeing is not just about the NHS – it is about the communities 
in which people live; it’s about being happy, comfortable, included and 
supported. Council services contribute to the wider social determinants of health 
and wellbeing every day of every year e.g. through community safety, lunch 
clubs, youth work, libraries, parks and opens places. However, as stated by 
SPICe in its Budget Briefing 20-21, the NHS “is again the clear budgetary 
priority of the Scottish Government”. 

https://digitalpublications.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefings/Report/2020/2/10/Scottish-Budget-2020-21
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14. The SPICe briefing also considers some of the performance outcome information 

in this key policy area and notes that there has been no improvement in 
performance over the most recent reporting period: 

 
“The Health National Outcome in the National Performance Framework (NPF) 
is underpinned by a total of nine indicators. Despite large real terms Health 
spending increases in recent years, none of these indicators show any 
improvement in performance over the most recent period. In the Healthy life 
expectancy indicator, there is in fact a worsening of performance between 
2014-16 and 2016-18”. 

 
15. Local Government believes it is time for the Scottish Government to rethink 

approaches to addressing wellbeing outcomes and to recognise and value Local 
Government’s role more fully as part of a ‘whole system’ that can improve 
wellbeing. This whole system is especially important, for example, in relation to 
Health and Social Care - local authorities are an integral part of the system and 
cannot be seen as the care “safety net”, expected to deal with key Scottish 
Government targets e.g. around delayed discharge without appropriate 
recognition and investment. 

 
The reality for Local Government 
 
16. As highlighted in the most recent Local Government Benchmarking Framework 

(LGBF) overview report, councils have tackled substantial new challenges. Since 
2010-11, councils and their partners have:  
 
• planned for and delivered health and social care integration, the biggest 

step change in public policy since devolution  
• undertaken the wholesale renewal of learning estates  
• delivered massive improvements to Scotland’s infrastructure  
• embraced a transformation of early years  
• scoped and delivered City and Growth deals  
• embraced digital transformation and the challenge of net zero carbon 

emissions and climate change  
• taken on an increasing role in the delivery of the welfare state  
• promoted fairness and tackled complex community safety issues 

 
17. This has been done whilst simultaneously making over £2.1b in cash efficiencies 

since 2012 (documented each year by every council in their Efficiency 
Statements), and shrinking the Local Government workforce significantly- there 
was a reduction of over 10,000 FTE since 2010/11 (5%) which in effect means 
many, many individuals and families are impacted across communities. 
 

18. Many councils have already started to articulate the scale of further job losses 
that this year’s cut will bring – losses for some individual council areas will be in 
the 100s, and the cracks will show quickly within communities. In recent years, 
Scottish Government has intervened when there are threats on this scale – 
BiFab and Ferguson Shipyard being two recent examples (c200 and c300 

https://www.improvementservice.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/12082/benchmarking-overview-report-2018-19.pdf
https://www.improvementservice.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/12082/benchmarking-overview-report-2018-19.pdf
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threatened redundancies respectively). This threat to Local Government needs 
to be considered as a very real prospect, if the shortfall in core funding is not 
addressed     

 
19. However, this year’s report states that although performance has been improving 

or maintained over the last few year - “Local Government has performed well 
across the period despite growing pressure on budgets, however, there is 
evidence that performance, satisfaction, and system capacity are all 
beginning to show signs of strain”. 

 
20. The LGBF revealed worrying trends both in performance and satisfaction levels. 

Based on the Scottish Household Survey, satisfaction with services is declining 
amongst the public. No local authority has been able to buck this general trend, 
regardless of resources or policies pursued suggesting that the causes are 
system-wide. 

 
21. LGBF data also reveals that councils, unsurprisingly, continue to protect 

expenditure in core areas with spending on education and care relatively 
protected over this period, aligned with the directed and ring-fenced areas of 
Scottish Government funding.  

 
22. However, even current resources are not able to keep pace with demand or 

increasing cost of provision in these services areas, accounting for over 70% of 
the benchmarked expenditure within the LGBF. This means most other service 
areas have experienced substantial real reductions in spending since 2010/11:  

 
• 23% reduction in culture and leisure spending;  
• 21% reduction in planning;  
• 28% reduction in economic development revenue spending; 
•  24% reduction in roads spending;  
• 10% reduction in environmental services spending. 

 
23. This position is not sustainable and this year’s LBGF report states that:  

 
“councils will struggle to invest in prevention as money tightens and demand 
continues to increase. Further planned transformation therefore will require 
greater partnership with and support from Scottish Government and other 
bodies”.  

 
This budget fails to demonstrate that Councils must be regarded as an equal 
partner and a key and unique part of the ‘whole system’ that can improve 
outcomes for people. A Budget that once again fails to take full financial account 
of the Scottish Government’s commitments is not sustainable and puts 
significant pressures on Council core budgets. 

 
24. Concerns were also highlighted by the Accounts Commission in its 2018/19 

Local Government in Scotland Financial Overview about the challenges councils 

https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2019/nr_191217_local_government_finance.pdf
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face in keeping pace with demand and meeting the increasing demand for 
services against tightening budget. The report highlights that: 

 
“Across Scotland councils increased their use of revenue reserves. The net 
draw on revenue reserves in 2018/19 was £45 million. Over the past five 
years the position has changed, with councils increasingly drawing on their 
revenue reserves”. 

 
This budget fails to provide financial sustainability for core funding and once 
again is causing many councils to take tough decisions over the few weeks 
about job and services cuts, closures, and reductions across vital services, or 
the use of reserves to protect front-line services. Neither option is desirable or 
sustainable and must be addressed during 20/21 to ensure that Councils can 
avoid both scenarios described above- commitments made around fiscal 
empowerment need to be advanced at pace. 
 

 
Conclusions 
25. COSLA has significant concerns about the Draft Budget as announced- it will 

impact on individuals, families and the sustainability of our communities, as well 
as significantly reduce Local Government’s ability to address our key priorities, 
also shared with Government. Scottish Government and Parliament are urged to 
reconsider and ensure Local Government gets the investment and recognition it 
requires to really improve outcomes for the people of Scotland. 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 

Local Government Settlement 20/21 

 

#BUDGETREALITY 
 

£212m cut to Local Government core budget #essentialservices 
Revenue core budget cut:  £95m  (1%) 
Capital core budget cut:  £117m  (17%)  

 
REVENUE 
Revenue announced 20/21:  £10,573m 
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Cash increase presented as:  £495m (compared to base 19/20 £10,078m) 
BUT, Scottish Government Commitments total: £590m 
Revenue core budget cut: £95m (£590m - £495m) 
 
Scottish Government announced commitments 
 

Children and Young People 
Early Learning and Childcare £201m 
Teachers’ pay and pensions £253m 
Additional support for Learning £15m 
Others £1m 
Health and Social Care 
Living Wage £25m 
Free Personal care uplift £2m 
Carers Act £12 
School Counselling £4m 
Integrated Authority ring-fenced funding  £57m 
Other £20m 
Total of Scottish Government 
commitments 

£590m 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Local Government Settlement 20/21 

#BUDGETREALITY 
 

CAPITAL 

Capital announced 20/21: £763m 

Cash increase presented: £54m (compared base 19/20 budget £709m) 

BUT, Scottish Government commitments total: £171m 

Capital core budget cut: £117m (£171m - £54m) 
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Scottish Government commitments 

Early Learning and Childcare Expansion £121m 

Heat Network Early Adopters £50m 

Total  £171m 
 

 
 
COSLA ask in #Essential services campaign 
COSLA asked for:                                          £1,007m additional funding  
Scottish Government announced:            £495m 
Revenue shortfall against ask:                   £512m 
 
COSLA asked for:                                          £157m additional funding  
Scottish Government announced:            £54m 
Capital shortfall against ask:                      £103m 
 

- No funding for inflation 
- No funding for restoration                                           
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ANNEXE 2 

 
Correspondence from the Convener of the Local Government and Communities 

Committee to the Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government 
 

 

31 October 2019  

Dear Cabinet Secretary,  

BUDGET 2020-21: PRE-BUDGET SCRUTINY  

I am pleased to set out the views of the Local Government and Communities 
Committee as part of the pre-budget scrutiny for the forthcoming draft 2020/21 budget 
of the Scottish Government.   

The purpose of pre-budget scrutiny is for committees to reflect on a range of financial 
matters that they have considered throughout the parliamentary year. They can then 
provide views and recommendations to the Scottish Ministers, so they can take them 
into account in advance of the publication of the draft budget. The revised Agreement 
on budget scrutiny envisaged a more outcome-based approach, with the focus not 
just on the figures but on how effectively resources are targeted, and on what they 
deliver.  

On 2 July 2019 the Committee launched a call for written evidence into the long-term 
financial sustainability of local government. It sought to assess:  

• whether local authorities are well placed to continue to provide good local 
services into the next decade; 

• how they can respond positively to current challenges; 
• what approaches they are currently using which they have found to be effective 

and; 
• what practical steps they and the Scottish Government can take to become 

“future proofed” against foreseeable financial risks. 
The call for evidence asked the following questions:  

1. What are the big medium-term (5-year) and longer-term (10+ year) financial 
challenges for Scottish local authorities? 
2. How effectively are councils addressing these challenges? Do councils 
currentlyhave all the powers they need to do so? 
3. What practical steps should councils take, and what good practice should 
councils adopt, to plan for the medium and long-term and to anticipate financial risks? 
If you are a council answering this question, it would be helpful if you could clarify if you 
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practice medium and long-term financial planning and outline briefly what form this 
takes. 
4. What alternative models of planning for, and delivering, council services (for 
example, joint working initiatives) could help local authorities make efficiency savings 
and/or deliver better services? 
5. Are there any other issues relating to the long-term sustainability of Scottish 
localgovernment which you wish to bring to the attention of the Committee? 

With this in mind, I am writing to set out the Committee’s views on a number of issues 
in advance of the finalisation and publication of the Scottish Government’s 2020-21 
Budget. Our views have been informed by five budget-related evidence sessions 
within our work programme.   

• On 20 February 2019, we held a session on staff absenteeism in local 
authorities.4 

• On 8 May 2019, we held our annual evidence session with the Accounts 
Commission on its Local Government in Scotland: Challenges and 
Performance 2019 publication.5 

• On 25 September 2019 we held a session exploring local authority finances 
with local authorities and the Accounts Commission.6 

• On 2 October 2019 we held a session with representatives from SCVO, 
Unison Scotland and The Robertson Trust on the range of services local 
authorities deliver, changes to services and funding and the ways in which 
external partners can support transformational services.7 

• On 9 October 2019 we held a session with housing related organisations 
looking at funding and housing delivery in local areas and housing shortages 
and a further session with two academics on alternative models of delivery 
and transformational change.8    

                                            
4 Official Report 20 February 2019 The Committee heard from Johanna Baxter (Unison Scotland), Nikki 
Bridle (Clackmannanshire Council), Stuart Crickmar (Clackmannanshire Council), Drew Duffy (GMB 
Scotland), Paul McGowan (East Ayrshire Council) and Sharon McKenzie (Society of Personnel and 
Development Scotland).  
5 Local Government in Scotland: Challenges and Performance 2019   
Official report 8 May 2019 The Committee heard from Ashleigh Madjitey (Audit Scotland), Fraser 
McKinlay (Accounts Commission), Graham Sharp (Accounts Commission) and Claire Sweeney (Audit 
Scotland).  
6 Official Report 25 September 2019 The Committee heard from Graham Sharp (Accounts Commission), 
Cllr Gail Macgregor (COSLA), Vicky Bibby (COSLA), Jim Boyle (CIPFA Scottish Directors of Finance 
Section) and David Robertson (Solace Scotland).  
7 Official Report 2 October 2019 The Committee heard from David McNeill (Scottish Council for Voluntary 
Organisations), Marie Quigley (Unison Scotland) and Kenneth Ferguson (The Robertson Trust).  
8 Official Report 9 October 2019 The Committee heard from Fionna Kell (Homes for Scotland), Callum 
Chomczuk (Chartered Institute of Housing Scotland), Craig McLaren (Royal Town Planning Institute), 
Gordon Macrae (Shelter Scotland), Professor Kenneth Gibb (University of Glasgow) and Professor 
James Mitchell (University of Edinburgh).  
 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11953&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11953&mode=pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/local-government-in-scotland-challenges-and-performance-2019
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/local-government-in-scotland-challenges-and-performance-2019
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12089&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12089&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
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We are grateful to all the witnesses for contributing their time and expertise.9 Our 

extended letter to you focusses on the following key aspects:  

• Fiscal planning 
• Preventative spending 
• Local governance and local administration 
• Climate change 
• Alternative models for delivery 

The letter also draws on evidence gathered and key themes identified in prior 
Committee work on the budget process in this session.  

The Committee will hold an evidence session with the Scottish Government in  
November. After publication of the budget we will hold further sessions with the 
Accounts Commission, COSLA and the Scottish Government. In line with guidance in 
the Written Agreement, we expect one of the main topics of discussion at that session 
to be the Scottish Government’s response to this letter, considered in the light of the 
published 2020/21 Budget.   

We would welcome a response in relation to any material issue raised in the letter. 
Our requests for information are highlighted in bold in the Annexe attached which 
draws on the evidence gathered and key themes identified by our Committee work on 
the budget this session. For ease of reference, our requests for information are also 
listed below.   

We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government on:  

a) Its plans to provide more concrete information on multi-year settlements and its 
response to concerns in relation to de-coupling revenue from capital budgets. 

b) The Committee’s concerns about disparities between councils regarding sick 
leave and absence rates. We ask what work the Scottish Government is 
undertaking with councils to promote best practice including monitoring and 
costing absenteeism. 

c) What certainty it can offer to housing organisations so that they can maintain a 
rolling programme beyond 2021 and whether it considers there is scope for a 
cross party “statement of intent” to provide this certainty. 

d) Whether there is scope to make available additional funding for preventative 
spending in addition to the existing budget. 

e) Its intentions on how IJB funding should be balanced and delivered and how it 
can address any imbalances both through budget allocations and otherwise. 

f) The Committee’s view that the housing adaptations budget for RSLs which has 
been static for the last 7 years should be increased. 

g) Whether it is giving consideration to further reform of Council Tax. 
                                            
9 Where there are references later in this letter to written evidence provided by witnesses this can be 
accessed via this link to the Committee’ webpage. Any written evidence provided by witnesses before 
the meeting is included with committee papers for that meeting.   

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/111170.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/111170.aspx
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h) Whether it agrees that more discretion should be given to local government to 
decide what percentage of income it can raise and how this could be achieved. 

i) How and when it intends to carry out an assessment of how far councils are from 
carbon neutrality to ascertain what further measures need to be put in place. 

j) What funding will be made available to assist councils in implementing the 
climate change targets as set out in the 2019 Programme for Government. 

k) An update of its plans to expand the vehicle charging network. 
l) What it has done to explore alternative models of delivery and where these could 

be used. 
m) Evidence that current procurement rules and practices can be a barrier to 

effective delivery of services 
n) Whether it is aware of the social bridging finance model and, if so, what if any 

plans it has for its use and expansion. 
o) Whether it has considered the use of incentives for local authorities to more 

effectively deliver outcomes and how this could be achieved. 
p) An update of progress on the Local Governance Review. 

We look forward to you taking account of these observations as you finalise budget 
proposals for 2020-21 and to receiving your reply in due course.  

 
Yours sincerely  
 
James Dornan  
Convener   
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ANNEXE   

Fiscal planning   
  

1. The Committee heard from local authorities about the approaches they took, to 
plan their budgets for the short, medium and long-term and to anticipate financial 
risk.   
  

2. Single-year budget settlements: In last year’s letter to the Scottish Government10 
the Committee highlighted how difficult single year settlements are for local 
authorities in planning ahead and sought more concrete information as to their 
likely future budgeting. In its response the Scottish Government stated that the 
UK Government had only provided a resource budget settlement for 2019-20 and 
therefore could only set a single year budget for 2019-20. It stated however that 
it hoped the next UK spending review in 2019 would offer sufficient multiyear 
budget information to provide it with the opportunity to develop a multi-year 
approach to the development of its budgets.11  We note that this review was, in 
the end, postponed to 2020, causing further uncertainty as to future local 
government budgeting.  
  

3. Our evidence taking has highlighted that the uncertainty brought about by single 
year settlements continues to be raised as a persistent problem and a barrier to 
effective long-term financial planning. The reduction in funding from the Scottish 
Government was cited in written submissions12 and in oral evidence. Many spoke 
of increased pressure brought about by policy commitments which created 
restrictions on how revenue funding could be spent. These policies were seen 
as not always being adequately funded. We note also that outcomes set out in 
the National Performance Framework are difficult to meet in the context of 
reduced budgets. The Committee is disappointed that the Scottish Government 
thus far has been unable to offer more certainty on this issue.   
  

4. COSLA said that working with single year budgets and budget restraints in both 
revenue and capital make long-term planning, transformation programmes and 
money saving extremely challenging as they are working from year to year.13 All 
councils have transformation programmes in place considering digital solutions, 
shared services and procurement and these are seen as necessary when looking 
across the range of services they deliver to try to improve outcomes for local 
communities. Prioritising services such as education and social care, however, 
has meant that quality of life services (parks, refuse collection etc) can suffer. To 
this, the Committee would also add key infrastructure, such as roads.  

                                            
10 Pre-budget scrutiny letter to Scottish Government dated 1 November 2018  
11 Response from Scottish Government dated 19 December 2018  
12 For example, written submissions from Dumfries and Galloway Council, SCVO and Unison  
13 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 17  

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181101_Budget_ConvenerToMinLGHP.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181101_Budget_ConvenerToMinLGHP.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181219_Budget_CabSecCLGToConvener.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Inquiries/20181219_Budget_CabSecCLGToConvener.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
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5. The Accounts Commission said that when looking at transformation programmes 

involved in Integration Joint Boards’ (IJBs), medium and long-term financial 
planning ability is vital as it is a long-term project. For transformation of services 
to be effectively implemented, long-term financial planning is essential and a 
long-term approach from the Scottish Government to the funding of councils 
would be hugely valuable in assisting that process.14 COSLA said that it would 
benefit from “better forward planning, longer-term budgets, greater collaboration 
with Government on the policies that it wants to introduce and much greater and 
earlier discussion about how we can deliver on them”.15   

  
6. Decoupling of capital and revenue: Some written submissions noted concerns 

around limited capital funding and COSLA drew the Committee’s attention to the 
Scottish Government’s intention (as set out in the Medium- Term Financial 
Strategy) to decouple revenue from capital budgets in the event of three-year 
local government settlements. Even where councils would receive three-year 
revenue figures, years two and three of capital figures would not be announced 
until summer 2020 in line with announcements of the Scottish Infrastructure 
Commission. COSLA were concerned about this change, explaining that 
councils do not operate siloed revenue budgets and capital budgets and that they 
are very much linked16.   

  
7. Staff absenteeism/Workforce planning: The Committee heard that the 

management of sickness absence continues to be a significant challenge to local 
authorities. We also noted wide disparities in rates of absence between councils 
and sought to explore the reasons for this. We later wrote to Cosla underlining 
the importance of councils sharing best practice on handling and reducing 
absences and sick leave. In oral evidence it was suggested that moving to a less 
punitive model of sickness absence management would better support the 
workforce particularly where mental health is concerned and help to reduce 
overall instances of sickness absence. It was also suggested that introducing a 
model system for recording and defining absences across all local authorities 
could be useful.17 Unison spoke about a growing crisis in terms of experience 
and skills in local authorities with an experience “brain drain” having occurred as 
the result of efficiency savings.18 The third sector also spoke of the knock-on 
effect of these challenges.   

  
8. Conclusion: The balance of evidence suggested that given the range of key 

services that local authorities provide, and the number of people they employ, 
they would benefit from having more concrete information as to their likely future 
budgeting. Indicative budgets for the following financial year would also serve a 
useful purpose.   

    
                                            
14 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 18   
15 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 20  
16 Written submission from COSLA  
17 Official Report 20 February 2019, Cols 3-4  
18 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 2  

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11953&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11953&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
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(a) We would welcome an update from the Scottish Government on its 

plans to provide more concrete information on multi-year settlements 
and its response to concerns in relation to de-coupling revenue from 
capital budgets.   

  
(b) We ask the Scottish Government to note our concerns about disparities 

between councils regarding sick leave and absence rates and ask what 
work it is undertaking with councils to promote best practice including 
in monitoring and costing absenteeism.  

  
9. Housing sector: The Committee heard from The Chartered Institute of Housing 

(CIH) that for local authorities the challenges of managing current housing 
budgets has been compounded by increasing responsibilities placed on them 
such as developing rapid rehousing transition plans,19 proposed changes to 
temporary accommodation for those who are on the housing first programme,20 
energy efficiency and the 50,000 homes programme.21 22Homes for Scotland 
stated that the support of local authorities is fundamental to the delivery of new 
homes and cited continued cuts in planning, roads construction, consent and 
building control warrants as having an impact on their ability to deliver. They 
emphasised that local economic benefits arising from meeting delivery targets 
for new homes should be recognised. They said that a delivery of 25,000 new 
homes a year would bring with it around £27 million in council tax and that 
investment is therefore vital in planning and building control for that benefit to be 
realised.23   

  
10. The Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) emphasised that town planning is an 

enabler of the housing target but had found increasing burdens placed upon it 
while resources were decreasing including a 25% decrease in planning staff and 
a 40% loss of budget.24 Shelter Scotland described a “cliff edge” in terms of 
delivery of the social housing building programme and said that local authorities 
have withdrawn into providing statutory services as a result of the other services 
being under pressure.25   

  
11. The CIH stated that the success of the affordable housing supply programme 

had been as a result of the guarantee of money over a five-year period. They 
could be confident about delivery with the knowledge that the money would be 
there. The CIH raised concerns about the last phase of the programme and how 
to manage the transition period.26 They do not have an indicative sense from the 

                                            
19 Ending Homelessness Together Action Plan  
20 Better Emergency Accommodation for People in Crisis  
21 Affordable Housing Supply Programme  
22 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 3  
23 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 4  
24 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 4  
25 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 7   
26 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 10   
 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/ending-homelessness-together-high-level-action-plan/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/ending-homelessness-together-high-level-action-plan/
https://www.gov.scot/news/better-emergency-accommodation-for-people-in-crisis/
https://www.gov.scot/news/better-emergency-accommodation-for-people-in-crisis/
https://www.gov.scot/policies/more-homes/affordable-housing-supply/
https://www.gov.scot/policies/more-homes/affordable-housing-supply/
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
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Scottish Government of what funding will look like after the Scottish elections in 
April 2021. While the Committee acknowledges that the Scottish Government is 
able to give limited assurances beyond April 2021, the CIH raised concerns that, 
without this clarity, local authorities may start to wind down the programme before 
2021 which will have an impact on the programme and has the potential to 
undermine delivery. 27 Local authorities need the commitment that the money will 
be there.   
  

12. This view was echoed by Homes for Scotland who highlighted that identification 
of a site, planning and building takes time and that long-term certainty would 
assist in their ability to deliver more homes. RTPI would welcome three-year 
budgets as this would assist with workforce planning and how best use of other 
services could be made. Better recognition of the value that planning brings 
would also be welcome. RTPI suggested that planning fees could be invested 
back into the planning service to assist with resourcing.28     

  
(c) We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government as to 

what certainty it can offer to housing organisations, so they can 
maintain a rolling programme beyond 2021 and whether it considers 
there is scope for a cross party “statement of intent” to provide this 
certainty.  

  

Preventative spending   
  

13. The Committee focussed much of its evidence taking on what is being done by 
local authorities to support preventative spending as a critical and cost-effective 
measure but one that is vulnerable to cuts, particularly in non-statutory functions. 
The Committee acknowledges that this is not a straightforward funding issue. 
Councils reported that increased pressures on unprotected revenue is making 
investing in preventative spending challenging. Witnesses also highlighted the 
challenges in quantifying and evidencing the effects of preventative spending. 
The Committee believes that for preventative spending to be effectively 
delivered, additional resources must be specifically provided for that purpose.  
  

14. We heard from COSLA about its four priorities- tackling child poverty; climate 
change; inclusive economic growth; and wellbeing, as intrinsically linked areas 
and on which local authorities intend to take a holistic approach which best suits 
the needs of local communities. They highlighted that local councils are a large 
contributor to health and well-being in communities and are in a unique position 
to deliver early intervention and better prevention measures which have a cost 
saving in the long term. Greater recognition of the contribution councils make in 
overall health and savings to the NHS needs to be made however, and local 
authorities would benefit if these savings could be passed on in Scottish 

                                            
27 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 3   
28 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 11  
 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12319&mode=pdf
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Government funding.29 The Committee heard that there was considerable 
variation across the country in the effectiveness of IJBs and that councils can 
only deliver successfully if they can be more coordinated through their IJBs and  
the health and social care agenda.30 The balance of evidence suggested that 
councils are responding the best they can to demographic challenges and that 
more integrated care between the two sectors has been achieved but that there 
is still a long way to go.   
  

15. Our evidence-taking underlined that the acute sector is under extreme pressure 
and this is taking away the focus and resources required to achieve better 
integration and a focus on preventative spending. COSLA said that there needs 
to be more flexibility with funding that sits within IJBs.31 Movement of resources 
from acute care to preventative care work is a long-term project for which medium 
and long-term planning is needed. The Accounts Commission said that 
“leadership is absolutely critical in IJBs to bring integration together and push 
forward what are essentially transformation programmes” The high turnover in 
senior management teams within IJBs however has made building leadership 
difficult.32  
  

16. Unison highlighted an imbalance in power in health and social care partnerships 
citing perception amongst local authority staff that they are junior partners. 
Unison said, “Most councils have a policy of making no compulsory 
redundancies, but the NHS’s policy is to make no redundancies at all”. We heard 
that cuts within an IJB must be achieved through local authority redundancies 
and this has a disproportionate effect on the social workers and others who work 
in that area as their jobs are more vulnerable than the NHS equivalents.33 The 
Scottish Parliamentary Information Centre (SPICe) have clarified that the NHS 
policy is to offer redeployment rather than redundancy.34 The Committee is 
aware of the work on IJBs being carried out by the Health and Sport Committee 
and awaits the outcome of this work with interest. We will draw this evidence to 
the attention of the Health and Sport Committee as part of their ongoing work.   
  

17. Concern about cuts to early intervention and preventative work provided by the 
third sector was also highlighted. The Committee heard that short-term 
preventative spend was at risk, with services such as youth work, family learning 
and adult community education that have an immediate impact on antisocial 
behaviour and positive destinations being reduced. There is a knock-on effect for 
the third sector when local authorities are forced to cut spending in those areas 
to make savings.35  
  

                                            
29 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 33   
30 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 8   
31 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 15  
32 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 16  
33 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 23   
34 https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/media/1407/redeployment-within-nhsscotland-pinpolicy.pdf  
35 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 6   
 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12282&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/media/1407/redeployment-within-nhsscotland-pin-policy.pdf
https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/media/1407/redeployment-within-nhsscotland-pin-policy.pdf
https://www.staffgovernance.scot.nhs.uk/media/1407/redeployment-within-nhsscotland-pin-policy.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12303&mode=pdf
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18. Housing: Shelter highlighted that Scotland’s relatively lower social rents are the 
major factor in difference between poverty in England and in Scotland36 and a 
key indicator in demonstrating that investment in new social housing is one of the 
best forms of preventative spend. They also highlighted that protection of front-
line services that prevent homelessness also prevent poor health and drug and 
alcohol addiction. They said “we would advocate that they prioritise rather than 
try to spread their money too thinly across too many priorities”.37 The benefits 
are realised through savings in other areas such as health or criminal justice.   
  

19. Our evidence suggested that the health budget could have a role in providing 
funding for housing. The CIH said that the role of the chief planning officer could 
also be pivotal in bringing early discussions about council decisions on asset 
management and policy and financial matters with a view to future proofing the 
way in which communities are developed.38 The issue of working in silos in 
education, social work and environment was stressed and a need to break away 
from this approach would assist in optimising outcomes.39   
  

20. The Empty Homes Partnership: Shelter highlighted the success of the empty 
homes partnership in its engagement with local authorities which is seeing 
homes returned to the system often for small sums of money. This could be 
maximised by every local authority engaging with the partnership and investing 
in an empty homes officer.40  
  

21. Housing adaptations: were also highlighted as a cost-effective means of 
preventative spending. CIH Scotland stated that “the evidence is startling about 
what happens if we can support someone to stay in their home longer. It will 
undoubtedly release massive savings which is an outcome that everyone 
wants”41 Housing adaptations are funded through the Scheme of Assistance, 
which is factored into local government budgets. There is currently no fixed 
budget for this. Registered social landlords (RSLs) have to pay for adaptations 
within their own housing stock. There is £10 million set aside in the budget for 
this.   
  

22. Adaptation figures for 2015-2019 are as follows:  
  
Adaptation Spend by RSLs 15/16-18/1942  
  

Year (£M)  15/16  16/17  17/18   18/19  

                                            
36 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 14 citing Poverty in Scotland 2019, published by The Joseph 
Rowntree Foundation, 7 October 2019  
37 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 23  
38 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 15  
39 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 16  
40 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 24  
41 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 23   
42 https://scotparl.knowall.online/book_details.aspx?titleid=58311  
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Spend  13.221  13.207  13.401   13.570  

  
RSL Adaptations: breakdown of spend  
  

   

£m  15/16  16/17  17/18   18/19  

National  
Programme  

 10001  10002  10001  10000  

City  
Edinburgh  

of  0.540  0.500  0.602  0.659  

Glasgow City   2.680  2.705  2.798  2.910  

  
RSL Adaptations: No of adaptations by client group 15/16-18/19  

  
£m  15/16  16/17  17/18  18/19  
Disabled Person  3049  3575  3131  3424  
Older Person  2863  2920  2672  3264  
Not reported  120  46  222  19  
Total 
adaptations  

6032  6541  6025  6707  

  
23. Local Authority spending on adaptations is measured by the Scottish 

Government. In 2017/2018, there were 5599 grants approved for disabled 
adaptations. The majority of these (5541) were for those entitled to mandatory 
assistance. This amounts to a total of £21,857,008 spent on disabled 
adaptations, of which £21,354,595 was for those entitled to mandatory 
assistance. Assessments are free but are carried out in order of priority of need. 
Therefore, if the social care department determines that the need for an 
assessment is not urgent, an individual may have to wait for a period of time 
before it is undertaken.  
  

24. An application can be made for a grant to cover part of the costs of the work. with 
any remaining costs covered by the owner/tenant although local authorities can 
‘top up’ the 80% grant to meet more of the costs. Local authorities however have 
a duty to meet any identified community care needs and consequently if there is 
evidence that an applicant with an 80% grant cannot afford some of the 
outstanding costs, the local authority must assist with meeting the identified 
needs under welfare legislation.  
  

25. The CIH said that enabling people to remain living in their own homes tended to 
be more economical than the alternatives. The housing adaptations budget has 
not increased in recent years and evidence suggests that this is overdue. The 

https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/HSfS/SoAtable
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/HSfS/SoAtable
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/HSfS/SoAtable
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/HSfS/SoAtable
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Housing-Regeneration/HSfS/SoAtable
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CIH suggested that other services such as the NHS that benefit from supporting 
people to stay in their own homes should also be willing to support the funding.43  

    
We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government on:   
  
(d) Whether there is scope to make available additional funding for  

preventative spending in addition to the existing budget.   
(e) Its intentions on how IJB funding should be balanced and delivered and 

how it can address any imbalances both through budget allocations and 
otherwise.  

(f) The Committee’s view that the housing adaptations budget for RSLs, 
which has been static for the last seven years, should be increased.   

  

  

Local Governance and Administration   
  

26. Many submissions suggested that transformation strategies and wide reform of 
local government are needed and put forward ideas for potential redesign. Those 
included potential new powers, new governance models and increased tax 
raising powers. The Committee acknowledges through the Non-Domestics Rates 
(Scotland) Bill, the introduction of the workplace parking levy as part of the 
Transport (Scotland) Bill and ongoing discussion of a transient visitor levy, this 
conversation has already begun. There were however suggestions from the 
majority of witnesses that wider reform is needed. Suggestions on NonDomestic 
Rates ranged from creating a consistent and centralised collection model to full 
devolution to local authorities. CIPFA Directors of Finance were of the view that 
continuing to run 32 separate non-domestic rates services under the same 
legislative framework was not viable in the medium or long-term.44   
  

27. Some submissions called for much wider powers for local authorities and others 
suggested that the role of local authorities in delivery of public services might 
need to be reassessed. Unison argued that local authorities should be devolving 
services to community level. It agreed with a transfer of NDR to local authorities 
and suggested that there needs to be a wider review which looks at the tax 
system as a whole including a replacement for Council Tax.45 The balance of 
evidence suggests that less constraint on councils’ ability to raise revenue would 
be helpful. This could include removing the current cap on Council Tax increases 
and further reform of the Non-Domestic Rates system.   
  

28. Proposed new tax powers in the form of a transient visitor levy and the workplace 
parking levy were also discussed together with opportunities for behavioural 

                                            
43 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 24  
44 CIPFA Directors of Finance written submission   
45 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 13   
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taxes such as a paper cup tax and a parking tax, albeit their impact would be 
small.46 Proposed new taxes were seen as part of the picture only, as their 
benefit in some areas would be insignificant. The balance of evidence highlighted 
that greater freedoms need to be made available to councils to make balancing 
of their budgets more tenable and that this change is necessary and required. 
The RTPI proposed that an increase in planning fees could ensure that the 
required service is provided and would be a practical way to generate income.47   

  
29. The Committee also heard evidence from Professor Gibb and Professor Mitchell 

who consider that change is overdue but should be made incrementally. They 
would like to see local government being given the discretion to determine how 
best to do things. Professor Mitchell commented “Central Government has 
gradually over time told local government what it ought to do, essentially creating 
local administration rather than government”.48 They would like the perceived 
trend of disempowering local authorities reversed and a return to a situation 
where around 50% of revenue spent locally is raised locally. To achieve this 
would require the phasing in of local control of NonDomestic Rates over a period 
of years. Professor Gibb said “We would certainly favour a better property and 
land-based tax” which may allow income tax to be reduced. 49 They highlighted 
that local government have few tax powers compared to other cities and 
authorities in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.   
  

30. The balance of evidence suggested that the current model is not working 
effectively. Professor Mitchell said “When do you make change when you do not 
have public support? One circumstance is by building consensus and showing 
leadership. The other is when there is a crisis, you fall off that cliff edge”. He said 
“we are getting close to the cliff edge (and) it may be forced upon us.”50  The 
Committee is disappointed however to note that few concrete suggestions about 
reallocation of public resources, or about the specifics of proposed new taxation 
powers, including from whom they would be collected, were forthcoming from 
witnesses during our evidence sessions.  
  
We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government on:  
  
(g) Whether it is giving consideration to further reform of Council Tax.  
(h) Whether it agrees that more discretion should be given to local 

government to decide what percentage of income it can raise and how 
this could be achieved.  

  

                                            
46 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 12   
47 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 6  
48 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 32  
49 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 41  
50 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 48  
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Climate change   
  

31. Councils were asked how effectively they are managing the existing impacts of 
climate change and planning for change and services in the future. The 
Committee heard about a range of measures which are being undertaken by 
councils. These included the extension of the vehicle charging network across 
Scotland with a view to stimulating increase in the demand for electric vehicles 
and the conversion from coal and gas-fired boilers to biomass boilers in council 
buildings, with many councils looking to take a carbon-neutral approach.51       

  
32. The balance of evidence suggested however that the demand for electric cars 

would only pick up pace if there are charging points available throughout the 
country and the network and infrastructure are capable of supporting that. 
Additionally, we heard that maintaining the vehicle charging network and 
charging points fell to councils which is creating a further pressure on their 
revenue budgets.52  

  
33. COSLA also highlighted that posts looking into council’s economic and planning 

challenges which are vital in assisting councils in delivering on the climate 
change agenda are often within the 39% of unprotected budget.53   

  
34. Housing organisations raised concerns about delivery of climate change targets. 

There was consensus that more investment was needed to address resulting 
burdens on planning and building control and ensuring more energy efficient 
homes can be delivered. Unison highlighted that achieving progress on climate 
change locally would require leadership, investment and ambition on the ground. 
Initiatives such as shared heating and sustainable transport schemes would have 
an impact but need investment because councils will be unable to cover those 
costs within existing budgets.54 Evidence also suggested that digital 
transformation to reduce travel and the associated carbon footprint was being 
trialled (for example meetings via video conference) but that this was not the 
whole picture as culture and behaviour also needed to change and this was 
harder to achieve.    

  

We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government on:  

(i) How and when it intends to assess how far councils are from carbon 
neutrality and to ascertain what further measures need to be put in 
place.   

(j) What funding will be made available to assist councils in implementing 
the climate change targets as set out in the 2019 Programme for 
Government.  

(k) An update of its plans to expand the vehicle charging network.   

                                            
51 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 10  
52 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 12   
53 Official Report 25 September 2019, Col 11   
54 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 31  
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Alternative models of delivery   
  

35. Many written submissions talked about the opportunities that better use of the 
third sector and partnership across local government could bring. The Committee 
heard a number of positive examples of co-designed and delivered services 
across local authorities. The evidence highlighted challenges in relation to scale 
and the short-term nature of funding packages, which reduces projects’ 
sustainability and their ability to scale up and replicate. Good work is therefore 
lost when short-term projects and programmes disappear. 55  

Professor Gibb also spoke about the “underachieved benefits” of joint working  
across local government and commented on the interesting joint work that is 
starting to happen as a result of the city region deal in Glasgow. He did not 
consider this work would have happened in the absence of the city region deal.   
  

36. We heard from The Robertson Trust that the drive in the third sector towards a 
contract and service level agreements approach has created an imbalance in 
power between local authorities and the often small charities concerned (a 
”master-servant” relationship) which “feels wrong”. Local authorities also demand 
transparency of accounts then may claw back any surplus from the third sector 
body. The “master-servant” relationship was described by The Robertson Trust 
as a “race to the bottom” and about reducing costs rather than considering the 
design of a service or the quality of what is being delivered. The Robertson Trust 
raised concerns about how this can affect the long-term sustainability of a 
partnership and evidence suggested a shift away from this approach to one 
where there is parity of esteem would be helpful56.The “risk averse” culture in 
local authorities was also highlighted and that different ways of procurement and 
commissioning should be considered.   
  

37. Social Bridging Finance: The Committee heard evidence from The Robertson 
Trust about a new funding model - Social Bridging Finance which it has been 
working with. The model enables public services to innovate and move to greater 
preventative spend by bringing together a working partnership of public sector, 
third sector and independent funders. Risk is taken by investors who are not 
looking for financial return but for social impact. The Robertson Trust were able 
to share a number of positive examples with the Committee where transformation 
in services had been achieved and better outcomes delivered.57 Leadership from 
councils was highlighted as key in the examples shared.  
  

38. The Committee heard that this opportunity was not being maximised and that 
London-based charitable funds that work across UK feel underrepresented in 
Scotland. The Robertson Trust are looking for a new approach and would like 

                                            
55 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 15   
56 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 8  
57 Official Report 2 October 2019, Cols 16-18  
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Scottish Government to challenge them on how they could work together. They 
sit on a board of a UK organisation that represents 350 philanthropic foundations 
and almost £2.6 billion of spending per year and are “amazed at the partnership 
opportunities in Scotland”.58 They highlighted that Scotland could benefit as a 
small, progressive country with easier access to politicians and ministers and 
suggested that funders be invited and introduced to the key decision makers to 
see how funds could be put to good use.59  

  
39. Community planning: The Committee heard that the community planning 

approach in which communities become more empowered and services better 
designed for them has worked to varying degrees. Many of the programmes are 
set out with the intention to save public sector money by prescribing involvement 
in third sector community groups and projects with the result that the savings do 
not flow back to the organisations that deliver the services.  
Because money realised as efficiency savings does not flow back they are not 
necessarily sustainable. Success was attributed to people and leadership 
rather than to frameworks and legislation.60   

  
40. Incentivisation: The Committee heard that incentivisation could be a useful tool 

to better achieve outcomes particularly on prevention.61 Professor Gibb said that 
departments working in silos is a problem in finding better and more efficient 
ways of working and that this culture does not promote creativity or innovation. 
He was of the view that people would not find a way around the silo structures 
and institutions if they are not engaged with the process in a creative way.62 
Professor Mitchell commented that “one of the problems is that we appoint to 
such institutions in silos, train in silos and work in silos”. He advocated a “stick” 
and “carrot” approach rather than one of “sermonising”. He said “We are keen 
on incentivising and rewarding people”.63  
  

41. A change in approach may be needed to deliver local accountability while also 
making savings. This could be achieved by introduction of payment by result 
mechanisms for local government which could assist in breaking down silos and 
encourage collaborative working across departments. Meeting set objectives, for 
example, could result in an award of a bigger capital budget and this could be 
attractive for local government as well as having a less immediate effect on 
revenue.   
  

42. Local government is presently required to meet the cost of inflation and some of 
the demand increases but that is not being fully accommodated within the local 
government funding formula. Professor Gibb suggested there may be a way of 

                                            
58 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 25  
59 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 30   
60 Official Report 2 October 2019, Col 19  
61 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 33 citing Note for Prevention Evidence, James Mitchell and 
Kenneth Gibb, March 2015  
62 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 45  
63 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 46   
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sharing that burden and incentivising so if savings and efficiencies are made 
elsewhere, for instance within the NHS, some compensation could be awarded 
through central government meeting some inflation and demand increases.64  
  

43. Professor Gibb’s evidence suggested that looking globally for good practice 
models could be beneficial. Successful partnership working with the private 
sector in countries like Denmark, Sweden and The Netherlands exist where, for 
example, high amenity accessible living for older people in town centres has 
been successful. Models have often made use of individual housing equity, local 
government capital funding and private sector investment to achieve positive 
outcomes. Design thinking as a model was also suggested, the idea being that 
local authorities could work with people directly to see what would and would not 
be suitable and to allow testing of various ideas.65   
  

44. Professor Mitchell also spoke about his involvement in the Local 
GovernanceReview. He described the Review as having “different strands” 
which were interlinked relating to fiscal empowerment, functional empowerment 
and community empowerment. He said that lots of work had been done in the 
area of community empowerment to engage with communities and gather 
evidence and information. Engagement had been carried out with institutions and 
local government and by inviting public institutions to attend meetings. We heard 
that councillors, council officials, Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and 
Rescue Service were good at attending, participating and offering views but that 
this was less the case with health institutions. Professor Mitchell’s personal view 
was that lack of engagement from health was disappointing.66 

45. We heard that work is ongoing but that Professor Mitchell is not clear what theend 
product will be. He envisaged a series of proposals but stressed that progress 
on the three strands of empowerment need to done together and considered this 
fundamental. He said we must “ensure that fiscal and functional empowerment 
goes hand in hand with community empowerment”.67 

                                            
64 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 33  
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66 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 44  
67 Official Report 9 October 2019, Col 44-45  
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We would welcome a response from the Scottish Government on:  

(l) What it has done to explore alternative models of delivery and where 
these could be used. 

(m) Evidence that current procurement rules and practices can be a 
barrier to effective delivery of services. 

(n) Whether it is aware of the Social Bridging Finance model and, if so, 
does it have any plan for its use and expansion. 

(o) Whether it has considered the use of incentives for local authorities to 
more effectively deliver outcomes and how this could be achieved. 

(p) An update of progress on the Local Governance Review. 
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ANNEXE 3 
 

2020-21 Pre-Budget Scrutiny - Correspondence from the Cabinet Secretary for 
Communities and Local Government 

 
 

6 February 2019  
  
  
Dear James,  
  
Thank you for your letter of 31 October 2019 following the Committee’s pre-budget 
scrutiny. My response to each of the questions you raise is at Annex A.  
  
This year’s Scottish Budget is taking place in exceptional circumstances caused by 
the UK Government. The significant delay to the UK Budget and the associated 
uncertainty have had a serious effect on the Scottish Budget, and its introduction 
has been delayed as a result.   
  
As a consequence, the Scottish Parliament’s time for consideration of the Scottish 
Budget will be reduced if a new Budget Act is to be in force for 1 April 2020, which 
the Government considers essential.   
  
Scottish Ministers are appreciative of the Scottish Parliament’s understanding and 
flexibility in these circumstances. In keeping with this, I am providing this response 
to the committee’s pre-budget scrutiny report today, on the day that the Scottish 
Budget is published, to inform the committee’s consideration of the Budget.   
  
I am pleased to confirm that through this Scottish Budget, local authorities will 
receive a total funding package of £11.3 billion in 2020-21 through the local 
government finance settlement.  
  
Taken together with funding currently held in other portfolios (Scottish Budget 
Table 6:14) the 2020-21 settlement provides an increase (cash) in local 
government day to day spending for local revenue services of £494.4 million 
(4.9%).  
  
In addition to the £160 million available in 2019-20, the revenue settlement 
includes a further  
£100 million to support investment in health and social care and mental health 
services and  
an additional £201 million of revenue and a further £121 million capital to meet 
commitments on expansion in funded Early Learning and Childcare to 1,140 hours.  
  
Councils can also raise an additional £135 million if they choose to increase their 
council tax by the full 3% in real terms (4.84%).  
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The additional revenue funding, taken together with the potential council tax 
income means councils have the potential to access an additional £629.4 million 
(6.2%) revenue funding in 2020-21.  This represent a real terms increase of 4.3%.  
  
Child poverty is a key priority and this Budget sets out new spending of £21 million 
for the Scottish Child Payment, which will be worth £10 per week per eligible child. 
First payments will be made by Christmas this year for children under 6. In 
addition, the Budget offers enhanced support for a range of other programmes 
tackling child poverty.   
  
Housing is a key component of Scotland’s infrastructure and our aim is to publish a 
new Infrastructure Investment Plan and the Capital Spending Review by June 
2020. To support communities, I am delighted to confirm we are investing over 
£843 million in 2020/21 in our commitment to deliver 50,000 affordable homes this 
parliament. I am also pleased to inform the committee that I can confirm now we 
are committing a further £300 million for 2021-22, ahead of the spending review, to 
ensure that delivery of affordable housing continues once this target is reached.  
  
Regeneration spending is also increasing with an additional £5 million being 
invested in the Regeneration Capital Grant Fund (RCGF) which is managed jointly 
by Scottish Government and COSLA, restoring RCGF spend to £25 million in 
2020-21.    
  
There has been a major increase in funding to support our efforts to tackle fuel 
poverty and improve the energy efficiency of Scotland’s homes with £18 million of 
support provided through the climate emergency package alongside £119 million 
for our existing programmes.  
  
I have also increased the Planning and Building Standards budget line to ensure 
we learn lessons from the Grenfell tragedy and implement the changes needed 
and to support implementation of the Planning (Scotland) Act and the development 
of our fourth National Planning Framework (NPF4) which will be aligned with wider 
infrastructure investment programmes for long term sustainable development and 
set out our long term planning response to the global climate emergency.  

  
I look forward to your continued scrutiny of the budget, when I appear 
before you at the upcoming session on 19 February.  
  
  
                                                           
  

AILEEN CAMPBELL  
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Annex A  

  
  

a)  Can the Scottish Government provide concrete information on how it will 
manage multi-year financial settlements for local government and respond to 
concerns around de-coupling revenue and capital budgets?  
  
Details of the local government finance settlement for 2020-21 were confirmed as part 
of the Scottish Budget on 6 February.  In coming to his decision to announce the 
Scottish Budget before the outcome of the UK Budget is known, the Cabinet Secretary 
for Finance, Economy and Fair Work listened carefully to the representations COSLA 
made on behalf of local government of the damaging impact any further delay would 
have on the delivery of vital public services and also the practical challenges this 
would pose around the setting and collection of council tax.    
  
Set against the exceptional circumstances of the delayed Budget and restricted 
timetable we are faced with this year, and to help councils with their budget 
preparations, the Cabinet Secretary responded to Cosla’s request to provide an early 
announcement on the local government settlement. This was done on 31 January and 
provides flexibility for local authorities to increase their council tax levels by up to 3 per 
cent in real terms for 2020-21.  
  
COSLA welcomed the move to introduce the Scottish Budget at this point and also 
confirmed that given the exceptional circumstances around timing and that the UK 
budget is for one year only they are not seeking multiyear indicative allocations at this 
time.    
  
In response to concerns around de-coupling revenue and capital budgets in 2020-21, I 
can confirm that the Scottish Budget has clearly set out the Scottish Government 
spending plans for both resource and capital.  
  
b)  The Committee notes disparities between local council sick leave and 
absence rates. What work is the Scottish Government undertaking with councils 
to promote best practice around managing these issues?  
  
The Scottish Government values all public sector workers and takes their health and 
wellbeing very seriously.  I note the committee’s concerns however, Local Authorities 
are autonomous bodies, responsible for managing their own day to day business, 
including all employment matters such as staff absenteeism.   
  
I am aware that COSLA has written to the committee about the important work they 
are progressing to set up a joint working group with respective trade unions to look at 
employee wellbeing and attendance management. The aim of this work is to provide a 
national overview and perspective on important issues. The Scottish Government is 
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committed to working in partnership with COSLA and we are happy to support them to 
address this challenging issue.  
  
c) Housing organisations look to maintain rolling development plans beyond 
2021. Is there scope for a cross party “statement of intent” from the Scottish 
Government to ensure this happens?  
  
We need to consider how we balance the fiscal challenges ahead, along with keeping 
up a strong pace on the delivery of affordable homes and we are ensuring we consider 
how to deliver new homes and how to maintain and improve existing stock alongside 
responding to the climate emergency. In addition to the commitments made above, in 
our 2019-20 Programme for Government, we reaffirmed our commitment to plan 
together with stakeholders for how our homes and communities should look and feel in 
2040 and the options and choices to get there.  In July 2019, we published a draft 
vision for 2040 and principles to guide the policy decisions and in December 2019 we 
launched a consultation into the outline policy options to inform the route map. We 
face a number of demographic, fiscal and environmental challenges which mean that 
we must be bold and think creatively about the longer term options for the future of 
housing.   
  
d) Is there scope to make additional funding available to local government 
for preventative spending, in addition to the existing budget?  
  
This government already prioritises preventative spend through the National 
Performance Framework and when I appeared before Committee on 20 November I 
highlighted the work we are doing to tackle child poverty as a good example of this.  
  
Last year (2018/19) we invested over £1.4 billion to support low income households - 
£527 million of which was targeted directly at children in low income families and £100 
million of which is to mitigate the worst impacts of UK Government welfare cuts. We 
expect to have invested a similar amount over the last year.  Over the first year of the 
Tackling Child Poverty Delivery Plan we have developed the firm foundations from 
which to deliver our ambitious programme of change - 48 of the 58 actions committed 
are either in progress or delivered, including supporting the introduction of a Scottish 
Child Payment with £21m of funding delivering the new Best Start Grant, continuing to 
roll out expanded Early Learning and Childcare hours and launching a new 
Homelessness Prevention Fund for social landlords to support low income families. I 
have allocated an additional £8m for tackling child poverty in 2020-21 in comparison to 
the 2019-20 budget, which has increased the Social Justice budget to £29.5m.  
  
e) The Committee notes the RSL Housing Adaptations budget has been 
frozen at £10 million for several years. Is there scope to increase this?  
  
I am pleased to be able to have maintained the RSL Adaptations Budget at £10m 
again this year in a challenging budgetary environment. The adaptations budget 
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covers RSLs in 30 local authority areas. Additionally in Glasgow and Edinburgh 
funding for adaptations is provided locally through the Affordable Housing Supply 
Programme (delivered directly through the local government funding line) adding on 
average a further £3 million to the pot.   
  
Outwith this funding, it is Integration Authorities who are responsible for the planning 
and delivery of adaptations in their area and for reviewing and developing services to 
improve outcomes for people who require adaptations. In addition to budgets 
delegated through the powers created by health and social care integration, whereby 
local authority budgets for adaptations are delegated to IJBs, partnerships can decide 
locally how best to meet local needs and how adaptations services are supported.  
  
We remain committed to our vision that everyone should be able to live in a home that 
meets their needs and supports them to live independently.   

  
f) How does the Scottish Government intend IJB funding and 
responsibilities to be balanced between local authorities and health boards, and 
how can it address any imbalances both through budget allocations and other 
options?  
  
In 2020-21 integration will bring together, under the direction of Integration Authorities, 
more than £9.4 billion of expenditure previously managed separately by NHS Boards 
and Local Authorities for social care, community health care and some hospital 
services. Integration Authorities must be empowered and supported by their Local 
Authority and NHS Board partners to use the totality of these resources, including any 
targeted investment already committed for specific purposes, to better meet the needs 
of their local populations.  

In addition to the publication of their annual audited accounts, each Integration 
Authority publishes its budget in an Annual Financial Statement, and during the year is 
required to report regularly on financial performance to the Integration Authority Board.  
An Annual Finance Report is included in the Annual Performance Report which is 
published within three months of the end of the financial year.  Legislation requires 
sufficient information on the budget and financial performance of each Integration 
Authority to be in the public domain.  

We have taken forward work with Integration Authority Chief Finance Officers to 
consolidate and make consistent information contained within Integration Authority in-
year financial performance reports.  The release of financial information from 
Integration Authorities varies in terms of timing, with most reporting as a minimum 
every two months.  Working with the Chief Finance Officer Network, we now expect 
that consolidated quarterly reports will be published within ten weeks following the end 
of the quarter rather than the previous quarterly in arrears timescale.  Continuing to 
provide this information quarterly will allow for the financial position of individual 
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Integration Authorities, as well as the overall collective national picture, to be set out 
transparently.  The next report is scheduled to be published online in March.  
  
g) Is the Scottish Government considering further reform, including 
additions to, locally administered taxes, and could more discretion be given to 
local government to decide what percentage of income it is able to raise.  

  
The local tax reform measures we have agreed, should they all be agreed by 
Parliament will deliver the most significant empowerment of local authorities since 
devolution. The Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work has made 
clear to COSLA that he will consider any specific proposal COSLA may have to raise 
additional income, but he is not prepared to lay legislation that would provide Councils 
with a power to apply new and as yet unspecified local taxes.  

  
I can also confirm that the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy and Fair Work 
has agreed to a proposal from COSLA that joint work to consider the implications 
of the devolution of non-domestic rates will be taken forward as part of the wider 
fiscal framework that we have already committed to delivering.  

  
h)   Does the Scottish Government intend to carry out an assessment of 
how far councils are from carbon neutrality and identify any further 
measures needing to be put in place?  

  
We have consulted on the role of the public sector in responding to the global 
climate emergency, including a proposal that, following the update to the national 
Climate Change Plan, all bodies set dates to achieve zero emissions. Our 
proposals also include all public bodies, including councils, making both their 
targets and their progress toward them publicly available, so residents can see 
how well their council is performing.   

  
The consultation closed on 4 December. We received 146 responses, including 
responses from 23 local authorities and COSLA,  and have published the 136 
responses who gave permission on the Scottish Government’s Citizen Space 
website. A consultation analysis will be published by the Cabinet Secretary for 
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform as soon as it is available. We will 
consider all responses carefully before making any final decisions. The next step 
will be to bring forward secondary legislation to update the reporting requirements 
on public bodies, which Parliament through the ECCLR committee will consider, 
and update guidance for public bodies.   

  
It is imperative that everyone across Scotland – Government, Parliament, councils, 
businesses and individuals – help to end our collective contribution to climate 
change, and the Scottish Government will continue to work with partners and the 
public to ensure that this is happening.  
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j) What funding support is available to help councils implement climate 
change targets as set out in the 2019 Programme for Government?  

  
The Scottish Government’s policy towards local authorities’ spending is to allow 
local authorities the financial freedom to operate independently.  As such, the vast 
majority of the revenue funding is provided by means of a block grant.  It is the 
responsibility of individual local authorities to manage their own budgets and to 
allocate the total financial resources available to them, on the basis of local needs 
and priorities, having first fulfilled their statutory obligations and the jointly agreed 
set of national and local priorities.  

  
As outlined above, in this budget, the Scottish Government has dedicated an 
additional  
£18m of funding to tackle fuel poverty and improve the energy efficiency of 
Scotland’s homes alongside £119 million for our existing programmes.  
  
k) Is there an update of the plans the Scottish Government has to expand 
the vehicle charging network?  
  
I’m aware that the Cabinet Secretary for Transport, Infrastructure and Connectivity 
wrote to the Committee on 22 January 2020 and provided a thorough summary of 
the Scottish Government’s plans to expand the vehicle charging network.   
  
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/letter_from_Cab_Sec_to_LGC_committee
e_on_ EV_charging.pdf  
  
l) What is the Scottish Government doing to explore alternative models of 
service delivery?  
  
When I appeared before Committee on 20 November, I highlighted a number of 
different areas where we already use different service delivery models such as the 
early years collaborative where we focus on the needs of the child by bringing a wide 
range of partners together from across the public and third sectors. I also highlighted 
the application of the place principle through the Clyde Gateway as a way in which 
services and communities have been brought together to transform an area.  
  
I’ll highlight a further example from my own portfolio where we have led ground-
breaking innovation in housing financing approaches and delivery models enabling 
delivery of over 20,000 new homes across all tenures  - positioning Scotland as a 
leader in this field. These initiatives are helping to create and strengthen 
communities, with several contributing to the target of 50,000 affordable homes 
within the lifetime of this Parliament.    
  
Innovations have included use of government guarantees, loan and equity funding, 
and collaboration and risk sharing with local authorities and the private sector. Public 
and private sources of funding and financing have been combined to create new 
investment opportunities for our partners and secure major additional investment in 
housing and social infrastructure programmes.   

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/letter_from_Cab_Sec_to_LGC_committeee_on_EV_charging.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/letter_from_Cab_Sec_to_LGC_committeee_on_EV_charging.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/letter_from_Cab_Sec_to_LGC_committeee_on_EV_charging.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/letter_from_Cab_Sec_to_LGC_committeee_on_EV_charging.pdf
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m)  The Committee has heard evidence that current procurement rules and 
practices can be a barrier to effective delivery of services. Is the Scottish 
Government aware of this and does it intend to revisit the public sector 
procurement process?  
  
The Scottish Government has put processes and procedures in place to ensure that 
procurement exercise should be conducted openly and transparently and the 
processes followed be relevant and proportionate to the individual procurement. For 
example, for low value contracts buyers can use our Quick Quote system which 
provides flexibility to run a competition quicker and by following fewer processes than 
required for high value procurement exercises.  
  
Our domestic procurement legislation (the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014) 
requires public bodies to conduct their procurement activities in a way that is designed 
to facilitate the involvement of SMEs, Third sector organisations and Supported 
Businesses. Our Public Contracts Scotland portal increases the visibility of the volume 
of business available, reducing the administrative burden and making it easier for 
businesses to engage with their local contracting authorities  
  
Additionally, we have published the Supplier Journey, online guidance which contains 
advice for suppliers on how to bid for public sector contracts.  
  
n) Is the Scottish Government aware of the social bridging finance model 
and if so, has it been involved in its promotion and use with any projects?  
  
The Scottish Government supports the work of the Robertson Trust, who developed 
the social bridging finance model and my officials in the Third Sector Unit would 
welcome further discussions on how we promote the model across the public sector.    
  

o) Has the Scottish Government considered the use of incentives for 
local authorities to more effectively deliver outcomes and how this could 
be achieved?  

  
Creating incentives to generate improved outcomes is an interesting concept and our 
joint work with COSLA on the Local Governance Review gives the opportunity to 
further explore this. As the programme moves into its next phase I am encouraging 
organisations across the public sector to collaborate and work together in bringing 
forward suggestions on how together we can improve services for the people who use 
them.   
  
Our partnership with COSLA is founded on our joint agreement that improving 
outcomes for the people of Scotland, particularly those most disadvantaged is 
paramount.  
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When we talk improving outcomes and perhaps using incentives, we need to be 
prepared and able to move from a conceptual discussion into real world solutions that 
engage meaningfully in the fundamental cultural norms and barriers that keep things 
the way they are. Scottish Government are ready to have those discussions.   
  
p) An update of progress on the Local Governance Review.  
  
The Local Governance Review has stimulated an important discussion on 
subsidiarity and the future of local democracy in Scotland. We now have a much 
better understanding of the type of changes which could make the biggest positive 
difference to people’s lives. This is based on the findings from a highly inclusive 
process of engagement with our communities and across public services. People 
from a wide range of backgrounds were clear that different places and diverse 
communities work best when they have local control and influence over decisions 
that affect them most.  But they weren’t clear on how that should work in practice.   
  
Over the remainder of this Parliament we will work with communities and local 
partnerships to develop and test alternative governance arrangements which devolve 
more power to more local levels. Proposals with the greatest potential will involve 
elements of community empowerment, functional empowerment of public sector 
partners, and fiscal empowerment in different spheres of governance.  
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